Error compensation in optical monitoring was demonstrated many years ago for narrow bandpass and edge filters. It is shown here that the compensation effects can apply to a broader range of more general coatings. This is illustrated with a very broadband antireflection coating design of 20 layers and a ramp design of 13 layers. The choice of monitoring wavelength and monitoring strategy are important, and suggestions are made concerning those choices. The results are derived from and demonstrated by computer simulations of the monitoring processes. The importance of monitoring directly on only one part and with one wavelength throughout the process in order to obtain the benefits of error compensation is emphasized.
Introduction
The thrust of the work in error compensation in optical monitoring has been to demonstrate the benefits of error compensating effects by computer simulation in the monitoring of more general optical coatings than the narrow bandpass (NBF) filters and edge filters that have recently been extensively studied [1] [2] [3] [4] . The NBFs were identified to have error compensation benefits many years ago [5, 6] . The benefits of error compensation found with edge filters with constant-level monitoring was described by Macleod [7] , Zhao [8] , and Willey [9] . In all of this work, single-wavelength direct monitoring was used.
One of the cases used here to demonstrate the results is a very broadband antireflection (AR) coating (VBBAR) designed to have less than 0.5% reflection from 380-780 nm and also for the 1064 nm laser line. Its spectral reflection is seen in Fig. 1 . The specific design procedure used is described in [10] . The second case, seen in Fig. 2 , is a straight ramp reflection from 0% at 400 nm going toward 100% at 800 nm. This is similar to that published by Tikhonravov et al. ( [11] , Fig. 7 ). This is as general a case as I could think of to demonstrate the generality of the compensation effects over most types of coatings.
For many years, it has been known that the best opportunities for error compensation in NBF production are obtained when the optical monitoring is in transmittance and is directly through the deliverable part at the most critical wavelength. This wavelength is at the center of the passband in the NBF case and near the edge of an edge filter. The one part is continuously monitored with a single wavelength at the center of the passband of a NBF throughout the deposition process. With this procedure, essentially everything that happens to the deliverable filter is monitored throughout the entire process; small errors in earlier layers are compensated in subsequent layers. This is the ultimate direct monitoring technique.
This strategy has limitations if one needs to produce more than just one part with the small monitored area. In the production of larger quantities of NBFs, the approach has typically been to coat a large substrate, which is monitored at one spot, but to attempt to have the deposition of the layers sufficiently uniform over the larger area of the substrate so that it will yield satisfactory filters when subsequently cut into smaller pieces. This might be called semidirect monitoring. A further move from direct monitoring would be to monitor the center of a calotte with deliverable parts that rotate about the monitoring point, but where the uniformity is controlled as well as is practical in hope of a satisfactory yield. If the semidirect monitoring produces a perfect part where it is monitored, then the production yield will be essentially an issue of uniformity control in the other areas being coated. Along with all of this, there are issues of process stability and reproducibility due to things like deposition rate, temperature, gas flow, and pressure, which will not be discussed in detail here. However, these are critical to production success.
The next step away from direct monitoring might be to monitor a single glass chip at the center of a typical box coater while the deliverable parts gyrate about that chip in planets or a calotte. The chip will not generally receive the same amount of material as the parts in the planets. If the ratios between the thicknesses of the monitor part and the planets or the tooling factors are stable and reproducible, this can produce acceptable results in some cases. Some degree of error compensation can occur on the monitored chip, which can benefit the deliverable parts, but the farther the tooling factors are from 1∶1, the less will be the compensation benefits.
If the layers are divided between more than one optical monitoring chip through the run in a planetary configuration or monitoring in the center of a calotte, there is no carryover of error information from one chip to the next, and the benefits of error compensation will be reduced in inverse proportion to the number of chips used in the run. Morton [12] illustrates such a case. This might be call indirect monitoring. Using more than one monitoring chip and/or more than one wavelength defeats the potential compensation effects in optical monitoring.
Perhaps the most indirect monitoring is with a quartz crystal monitor (QCM), or time and power monitoring. These carry no direct optical information to allow error compensation. Parameters in these techniques are calibrated by optical measurements of resulting optical films. If stability and reproducibility are adequate, satisfactory films can be produced by using these as monitors. In the case of time and power, when used with magnetron sputtering under the right conditions, the processes are apparently sufficiently stable and reproducible to give satisfactory results in many cases. Also, results from all around the world have shown that the QCM is adequate for many of the simpler and most widely used coatings such as single-layer, four-layer, and fivelayer AR coatings and mirrors.
The more demanding coatings, such as NBFs and VBBARs, require the best monitoring that can be provided. It is shown here that the use of a combination of the best of optical monitoring, QCM, and error compensation techniques offers the best production results. This technique is called the fencepost monitoring (FP) approach.
I introduced the concept of the fencepost design in [13] , wherein the high-index layers are much thinner than the low-index layers (or vice versa). When plotted on an index versus thickness scale, as in Fig. 3 , the high layers tend to look like fence posts standing up above a low-index ground. The application of the concept to a broad variety of coating designs was illustrated [13] , such as ARs, NBFs, edge filters, triangular shapes, mirrors, and multiband blockers.
In the case of the narrow layers (usually of high index, but perhaps also low-index post holes), QCM might be the monitoring used; while the wider layers tend to have one or more turning points (TPs) within the layers that favor optical monitoring. References [1] [2] [3] [4] deal with the specific application to NBFs and show the benefits of non-TP monitoring over the historically used TP monitoring. The current work looks to the more general case with specific examples of the VBBAR and ramp coatings.
Monitoring a Very Broadband Antireflection Coating
The VBBAR was designed per [10] without regard for FP design and monitoring. Figure 1 shows the resulting nominal design, which is considered optimal within the realm of practical production. This design has 20 layers, and it has three times the minimum practical thickness (see page 151 of [10] ) in order to gain the advantages of extra thickness without entering the region of diminishing returns (see [10] Figure 3 shows the plot of index versus thickness.
Although this was not designed with FP in mind, the design naturally came to four wide layers, three medium width layers, and 13 narrow layers. Page 148 of [10] shows another example where a VBBAR design naturally optimized to such a regular pattern with a few thick layers that are bracketed by four thin layers. This same type of natural pattern for a broadband AR coating is also seen in Fig. 1 of the work of Tikhonravov et al. [14] , reproduced here with permission as Fig. 4 . This observation of the nature of VBBAR's has been emerging in the referenced literature and elsewhere over recent decades; it may be further understood by an examination of [10] , Sec. 2.2.3. Figure 5 shows the optical monitoring of the VBBAR design at 360 nm, which is the shortest practical monitoring wavelength for this design. It can be seen that the four widest layers have three or more TPs within the layer, and two of the medium layers have two TPs within the layers. In [1, 2, 4] , this has been shown to allow more accurate optical monitoring of such layers when terminated at other than TPs.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of simulated runs of the VBBAR with 1% and with 3% random thickness errors in each layer, such as might be obtained with QCM or when each layer was optically monitored on a separate chip. The errors used are a normal distribution about the nominal end of the layer, where σ values equal the tolerance stated and the distribution is truncated at a 2σ limit. This author's experience points to the likelihood of errors of 3%-4% with QCM. However, this experience does include the process and chamber variations, which probably dominate the results more than the QCM. Others have reported the ability to get 1% or better thickness errors with QCM, but such results have not been demonstrated and published to our knowledge. A brief survey of a few industry leaders indicated that 1% may be achieved by careful control of crystal temperature and other factors, but such reproducibility is not common. Kushneir et al. [15] reported tests that imply that the 3%-5% variations, which they say are common, may be due to the variations in evaporated flux distributions rather than QCM reproducibility. Their data mentions a AE1:1% absolute reproducibility for dielectric materials and better results for metals. The report of Morton [12] supports the possibility of ∼1% QCM reproducibility.
Tests and measurements of the reproducibility of QCM's for thin and thick layers of optical materials need to be done and published for the advancement of the field. At this point, assumptions have to be made as to the likely values of reproducibility both physically and optically, but this does not affect the relative nature of the present results. Note that the effects of the errors tend to be greatest at the shorter wavelengths, where a physical thickness error is greater in terms of optical thickness in inverse proportion to wavelength. A similar example of this can be found on page 363 of [16] . Since the goal of this work is to have less than 0.5% reflectance from 380-780 nm and at 1064 nm, even the 1% random error does not look promising, and the possible 3% error is totally out of the question. This indicates that using only a QCM might not be adequate for this stringent VBBAR specification. Figures 8 and 9 show the effects of 1% and 4% random errors on the ramp design. Figures 10 and 11 show the results using optical monitoring with 0.1% transmittance (0:1%T) errors at 405 and 475 nm and where QCM with 1.0% physical thickness (1:0%P) errors has been used on a few layers that are better monitored physically. 
Choice of Monitoring Wavelength
Optical monitoring with compensation would generally be considered the best choice when greater precision is required. This is along the general philosophy that, "if an optical result is required, then the optical properties should be monitored." When error compensation is possible due to direct or semidirect monitoring, the issue is then to decide which wavelength to use. In general, the choice would be the shortest wavelength practical, since it can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the short wavelength end of the spectrum needs the most control. References [8, 16] , Sec. 4.3.3, point out that the degree of control in the presence of errors is best at the monitoring wavelength and decreases with distance from that wavelength. In the VBBAR case, it works well to monitor at the shortest wavelength practical because the need for control decreases as the wavelength goes further in the direction of longer wavelengths. The ramp example, however, clearly illustrates that something other than the shortest wavelength may be better for any given design. The ramp design seems most sensitive to error at about 475 nm as seen in Fig. 9 . By monitoring at 475 nm as seen in Fig. 11 , a better result is obtained than that shown in Fig. 10 at 405 nm. This shows that the error compensation is controlling best at the monitored wavelength.
As described in [1, 2] , the percent up or down from the last maximum/minimum, the %Max= Min technique, can be used to monitor any and all layers of general designs such as the VBBAR. The most recent peak and valley of the transmittance monitor signal calibrate the photometric scale, but these last two extrema do not have to be in the same layer. Based on these extrema, the next termination point is calculated as a percent up or down from the last minimum or maximum. These percentages are found from the design. Even if there are errors in the absolute photometric levels of the extrema due to earlier errors or index variations, the %Max=Min is still a reasonable way to determine the layer termination point. Variations from the expected index of refraction of the materials will also have a small effect on the %Max=Min absolute values, but the relative nature of the %Max=Min partially compensates for these effects.
If the termination point of some layer is too close to a TP, the buildup of errors before that layer could cause the TP to be reached sooner than expected. The logical optical monitoring strategy would be to terminate the layer at the TP if this happens, and such a TP would be accounted as the one expected in the next layer. The effects of optical termination errors are greatest at TPs, since the change in %T with thickness goes through zero at the TP, so it is beneficial to avoid layer terminations at TPs, which is one of the major points of [1] [2] [3] [4] . If this tends to happen with errors at a chosen monitoring wavelength, it may be advisable to plan to terminate that layer physically (QCM or time=power) instead of optically.
In a case such as the VBBAR and ramp being considered here, the available optical monitor may have a signal-to-noise ratio (S=N) that is decreasing rapidly with decreasing wavelength. This then causes a compromise to be needed between choosing a short wavelength as discussed above and using a longer wavelength to have a better S=N.
A software program has been written that generates a prescription for monitoring at a given wavelength from the coating design. This program finds the number of turning points (from 0 to 4 in the case of Fig. 5 ) in each layer, and it calculates the ideal percent up (plus) or down (minus) from the last extremum. Special cases would be where the extremum is at the end of a layer to give a TP, and any layer could be set to use a physical thickness termination if desired.
A monitoring prescription for the specific wavelength is then used by the simulation software to generate a number of cases (such as 10 or 20) with a specified level of random errors in optical percent transmittance for the optically monitored layers and physical percent thickness for the QCM or time= power monitored layers.
Zöller et al. [3, 4] state that 0:1%T is probably worse than the typical capability of a computer-controlled optical monitoring system, which, in their experience, may be an order of magnitude better than that. Morton [12] states that their optical monitoring system was accurate to 0:02%T, but the shutter delay variations etc. cause errors an order of magnitude greater. So, even in Morton's case, error compensation may be needed. There is some concern with respect to a system where the layers are manually terminated as to whether it would be nearly that precise. At this point, it is not clear as to what numbers should be used in simulating a manually controlled system, but further investigation would be beneficial for those who do not have computer-controlled optical monitoring. In this work, 0:1%T and 1%P are taken as the basis for comparison of simulation results at different wavelengths in the search for the best one to use. This may also be a reasonable criterion to estimate production yield with an automated coating plant. If Zöller is correct and the QCM optimists are correct, one might be able use 0:05%T and 0:5%P as the criteria to gain much better yields, but I reserve my opinion on this, pending further data.
Not every choice of monitoring wavelength will give a good result. If layers terminate at TPs or not far before a TP where earlier errors could bring the termination point to a TP, random errors may yield results that are outside the requirements. A survey of monitoring traces versus monitoring wavelength (as in the VBBAR and ramp examples) could be used to look for such points and select a wavelength that minimizes the risks.
Comparative Results
The effects of different choices of wavelength for optical monitoring are illustrated in Figs Figures 16 and 17 show that, by using the FP method of monitoring the thinner layers (<35 nm) physically and the thicker layers optically at 390 nm, a satisfactory yield is likely with both of the tolerance These cases show a marked improvement when both physical and optical (or FP) monitoring is used. This is interpreted to be due to the superior stability of using physical monitoring on thin layers under the influence of the cumulative effect of errors from previous layers. This is, however, built on the assumption that the physical monitoring errors decrease linearly with decreasing layer thickness. This assumption needs further study to verify its validity.
Discussion
The search for the best monitoring strategy will probably vary somewhat with specific design, but the principles should apply in general. The most salient principle is that error compensation can operate in many (if not most) types of optical thin film design in proportion to how closely direct monitoring can be used. The choice of monitoring wavelength will be driven by a trade between the most beneficial wavelengths to use per the design and the S=N of the optical monitor versus wavelength. The choice of optical or physical monitoring for any given layer will depend on the chosen monitoring wavelength's effect on that layer and the levels of error expected from each termination technique.
Conclusion
The effects of error compensation and performance improvement have been demonstrated by using fencepost monitoring (FP). The need for direct monitoring has been shown. The importance of the monitoring wavelength and guidelines for the choice of wavelength have been discussed. It has been illustrated that a combination of physical and optical monitoring should give better results than using only one or the other. The design and monitoring of more general example coatings, the VBBAR and ramp, have been used for illustration, but the approach should be applicable to many general types of coatings. A totally different type of design, the ramp coating, has been provided as an added note as proof of the broad applicability of the compensation principle. It has been identified that further work is needed in the industry to verify, quantify, and publish QCM error effects versus thickness (particularly for thin layers) and also what errors are to be expected with both automatic and manual layer terminations by optical monitoring. 
